FAREWELL TO ARMS - OR HOW TO MAKE READERS AND CONSCIENCE PEOPLE OUT OF VULNERABLE GROUPS

The library and cultural house as a platform for making equal chances for children and young people in poor neighborhoods/families.

If children read well they have more chances to make it in the future, a precondition is a well-spoken language early in childhood. When young people get a chance to prove that they can do something useful in their local area, they are more likely to stay out of crime and in jobs and education. Authentic adults who are present in their lives is necessary when it comes to “bildung” and how to make a life for one self.

- How to work with language in the library with toddlers – even though “they don’t understand or answer”.
- Parents stimulates babies languages through dance and movement (article below) – a project with words, dance and new firstcomer’s.
- Making readers out of lesser fortuned teenagers – reading clubs for boys and girls – “bildung” and reading.
- Social-cultural house and democracy - young people who make it with authentic adults close by.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION/RESOURCES
https://kulturn.kk.dk/blog/k44-outside-vil-skabe-liv-og-tryghed-i-gaarden
https://www.dukop.dk/events/7567?locale=da
https://www.facebook.com/kapelvej44/photos/p.601401413676713/601401413676713/?type=1&theater
http://www.projektbank.dk/sprog-og-bevaegelse-i-nye-faellesskaber-biblioteket-bygger-bro
https://bibliotek.kk.dk/bibliotek/blaagaardens

SUGGESTED READINGS (IF ANY):
https://revstedtblog.com/summary-motivational-work/